
With divorce rates and family breakdown increasing globally. It is generally 
accepted that families today are not as close as they used to be.
Discuss the causes of this problem and offer some possible solutions to it.

Countries have been characterized by very strong family ties and family unit is 
the cornerstone of the society. Unfortunately, unsuccessful marriages, 
nowadays, send out the message of family disintegration and failure. Two main 
contributing factors will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
To begin with, despite all the advantages and benefits having been brought by 
new technologies, our social life has been widely affected and suffered from 
them. Not surprisingly, owing to the attractiveness of the virtual world provided 
by the internet, people would choose and rather check their social media like 
face book that than talk to real friends and family members. To elaborate on, 
the internet, simply, is the limitless, endless information sea that any trivial 
question on even useless subjects can be easily answered by surfing followed by 
some clicks on it. As a result, you can simply get engrossed in this enjoyable 
environment and lose track of time. It is greatly believed by sociologists that 
family gatherings at dinner/lunch time without any gadgets can incredibly 
improve people relationships .Consequently, at least a 30-minute daily time 
period allocated time to your beloved ones including chatting, watching TV with 
them can undoubtedly decrease breakdown. 

In addition to what was said above, more highly educated people with well-paid 
jobs and excellent social positions create a sense of independency and 
confidence in them. As a result, separation for couples as well as partners 
gets/grows largely easier to a large extendsextent. For instance, women used to 
be financially dependent to on their husbands but in today’s world employed 
females have fewer tendencies to climb down in front of/ acquiesce to their 
husbands’ unreasonable requests and sayings.

Investigated Investigating the main reasons of family breakdown, sociologists 
and psychologists must give a serious attention to make create/devise some 
educational and informative programs in order to inform individuals about the 
importance of family and new approaches towards this constantly improving 



technologies and its influence on our relationships. The government, 
meanwhile, should be highly serious to make an effort to facilitate this trend for 
the previously mentioned group.

By way of conclusion, despite all changes due to technology technological 
advancements and other educational and financial developments and 
adjustments, the importance of families in a society is an undeniable fact. So to 
keep them safe from any harm led leading to divorces and family breakdowns, it 
is high time everyone had to step forward to make themselves and their 
surroundings aware of family importance and factors threatening it. 


